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Parallel Structure With Correlative Conjunctions
[EPUB] Parallel Structure With Correlative Conjunctions
Getting the books Parallel Structure With Correlative Conjunctions now is not type of challenging means. You could not single-handedly going
following books accretion or library or borrowing from your friends to door them. This is an totally simple means to specifically get guide by on-line.
This online proclamation Parallel Structure With Correlative Conjunctions can be one of the options to accompany you subsequent to having
supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. tolerate me, the e-book will unconditionally sky you further business to read. Just invest tiny mature to entry this on-line
notice Parallel Structure With Correlative Conjunctions as without difficulty as review them wherever you are now.
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Parallel Structure with Correlative Conjunctions Incorrect: You are either for us or you are against us Correct: You are either for us or against us
Parallel Structure - USC Dana and David Dornsife College ...
(Parallel structure is violated because “to be” follows the first part of the correlative conjunction but not the second part) Parallel: Take my advice:
try to be neither first nor last in the lunch line Make the elements in a comparison parallel in form A comparative word such as than or as cues the
reader to expect a parallel structure
Use Parallel Structures Effectively
**Always use parallel structures with correlative conjunctions such as both…and or neither…nor Use correlative conjunctions to connect two closely
related ideas; use the same grammatical form for both ideas The most common correlatives are both…and, either…or, not only…but also,
whether…or
Parallelism, Including Correlative Conjunctions and ...
12 Josh thinks Annie is the most beautiful woman in Springfield, so he has no interest in dating either Solita or going out with Reva 13 Frances
searched the car trunk, on the pantry shelves, and the top of the refrigerator, but she
Grammar Worksheets: Parallelism, Including Correlative ...
occurs when writers do not use a parallel structure to communicate a series of ideas Faulty Parallelism: Without good pitching, the Marlins can be
expected to lose more than eighty games, to draft early in next year’s draft, and attendance will
Parallel Structure worksheet - Naval Postgraduate School
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• If parallel and equal things are “held together” by correlative conjunctions, as in any of the list that follows, move the conjunctions so they contain
those equal things: • If neither of these work for the effect you want, split the sentence up
Created by the Evergreen Writing Center Library 3407
Created by the Evergreen Writing Center Library 3407 867-6420 Parallel Structure Parallel structure adds both clout and clarity to your writing
When you use parallel structure, you increase the With Correlative Conjunctions When you connect two clauses or phrases with a …
CONJUNCTIONS & PARALLEL STRUCTURE
CONJUNCTIONS & PARALLEL STRUCTURE COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS (FANBOYS) For And Nor But Or Yet So Coordinating conjunctions
imply that two things deserve equal attention BASIC RULES 1 When a comma is required, it always comes before the FANBOY 2 Compound
sentences may be connected with a comma and a FANBOY
Answer Key and Tips: Parallelism, Including Correlative ...
preposition (about) with a comma Let students see the parallel structure in the revision The Team What it did (ing…) What it earned or won the swim
team earning national honors the debate team winning its first tournament Answer 2: The principal is excited because …
Katniss likes to run, hunt and hike. - Menlo College
Parallel structure must take place in sentence with correlative conjunctions Correlative conjunctions are like coordinating conjunctions because they
link words, phrases and clauses in a series However, correlative conjunctions consist of two words paired together Some common correlative
conjunctions are: not only… but also, neither/either
PARALLELISM (Unit 7-3200)
Information about parallel structure can be found in 3200--frames 1588-1647 In addition, similar constructions should follow each of a pair of
correlative conjunctions: both/and, either/or, neither/nor, whether/or, not only/ but also For example, you might imagine the sentence parts hanging
on a scale when you check for parallelism:
Grammar*Worksheets:**Parallelism ...
Copyright*©*2010,*grammar2worksheetscom**Freely*reproducible*for*non2profit*educational*purposes!
Parallelism,IncludingCorrelativeConjunction s*and*Comparisons
T he C or r el at ive C onj unct i on
T he C or r el at ive C onj unct i on Recognize a correlative conjunction when you see one Either or, neither nor, and not only but also are all
correlative conjunctions They connect two equal grammatical items If, for example, a noun follows either, then a …
SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS - Carey Business School
*The correlative conjunctions link two clauses, identify the stressors and find ways of coping *When using correlative conjunctions, be careful about
parallel structure Notice in the above examples, items of the same part of speech are parallel
16 258010 Pearson Azar
174 CHAPTER 16, Coordinating Conjunctions CHART16-1: PARALLELSTRUCTURE • Using parallel structure is an economical way to include several
bits of information in a single phrase or clause The ability to use parallel structure is highly valued in spoken and written English, for conciseness is a
cultural value in English-speaking countries
Par all el S tr uctur e
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Par all el S tr uctur e Recognize parallel structure when you see one Whenever you include a list of actions or items, you must use equal grammatical
units If the first item is a noun, then the following items must also be nouns; if the first action is a
Parallel Structure - University of Florida
Correlative conjunctions also require parallel structure: Both X and Y Not X but Y Not only X but also Y Neither X nor Y Either X or Y a time not for
words but action a time not for words but for action Not Parallel: Either you must grant her request or incur her ill will
Balancing parallel ideas - bcs.bedfordstmartins.com
Parallel ideas linked with correlative conjunctions Correlative conjunctions come in pairs: either or, neither nor, not onlybut also, bothand, whetheror
Make sure that the grammatical structure following the second half of the pair is the same as that following the …
Name Date Correlative Conjunctions
Date Conjunctions Correlative conjunctions are pairs of conjunctions that connect words or USING CORREI,ATTYE CONJUNCTIONS Words Joined
Examples Nouns Pronouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs At the party, Jen served @ hnmburgerslutJl r,ot aog" Mom wants to know tr"trre;l Uo"E rwill
setthe table Danny Fot""lyl r,trra llrrt J* I rc,on the marathon The house *^" F"itt "l attractiue@l affordable
Parallel Structure - Weebly
What is Parallel Structure? •Parallel structure means using the same pattern of words to show that two or more ideas have the same level of
importance •This can happen at three levels: word, phrase, or clause •The usual way to join parallel structures is with the use of coordinating
conjunctions (FANBOYS: For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So)
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